Join WoCP (Women of Color For Peace)
Please email gidrareturns@gmail.com to be included in the process
and information sharing for the larger coalition of organizations. If
you belong to an organization, we encourage a Woman of Color to
take initiative

The New Anti-War Movement
Stop America’s Endless Wars
Demand Diplomacy and Peace
Analysis

$1.00
Join the Peace Movement
No More War
Stop America’s Endless Wars
No Wars for Oil
Diplomacy and Negotiations Work
Join WOCP (Women of Color for Peace)

America’s endless wars are connected to so much damage:
1) dependence on fossil fuels to serve corporate interests
2) exacerbates climate change which also exacerbates conflict
3) loss of human life, mass murder, and genocide
4) refugee crises
5) militarization of American law enforcement (used or surplus military
equipment has to go somewhere), which effects Black Americans the most
6) inciting small scale violent conflicts all over the world (used or surplus
military equipment has to go somewhere)
7) criminilzation and deportation of American citizens and residents;
8) class based recruitment that damages working class communities.
Furthermore, lopsided federal spending has damaged America domestically
in many ways. The Migrant Crisis at the U.S.- Mexico border is a result of
America’s Endless Wars. Our infrastructure is decaying. The American Society of Civil Engineers has given America’s infrastructure a D+ in successive
studies and reports. We are not prepared for disasters at home, while courting disasters abroad. Trump was told by the American Chamber of Commerce to make the Defense Industry his number one priority. The Defense
industry is looting American public tax dollars at the expense of goods and
services that Americans need.

The Ayatollah Khomeini looked a lot like Sean Connery.
Don’t be afraid of a black turban. We bet that most of you
think that Ayatollah Khamenei is the same man as the Ayatollah Khomeini. It’s the black turban, isn’t it?

Committee Goals
1) Diverse coalition building to encourage the political
ecology required for a massive anti-war movement.
2) Strategic protests locally and nationally
Anti-War Phone banking to elected officials (particularly the
senate and congress).
3) Create and disseminate anti-war literature, zines, and
event kits.
4) Fight investigations and criminalization of people who
are from a country that America is at war with or fomenting
war against.
5) Create and disseminate anti-war visuals and art including
memes, posters, protest signs, videos, and short films.
6) Engage high school and college students. Fight New Draft.
Follow the money: Which companies profit from war? Protest
and 7) boycott these companies.
7) Which elected officials promote war? Who donates to them
to promote war? Create campaigns against these elected officials. Protest and boycott these companies.
Create an anti-war think tank.
8) Create a liaison to address policy makers and legislators
with our concerns and demands.
Sample literature

(We begin with Iran because we are on the brink and
it helps to use a timely issue. We understand that other regions of the
world are affected by America’s endless wars and will address them)

Overview of U.S.-Iran
A nuclear option is not an option. Iran is allies with China and Russia. WW III is not an option. The only option is
diplomatic and Iran has diplomatic relations all over the
world. Iran can be negotiated with. China, Russia, and The
European Union all want to move away from the unipolar power
of the Petrodollar (an agreement between Nixon in 1974 with
Saudi Arabia to sell oil only in dollars, the remaining OPEC
countries agreed in 1975). Iraq and Iran have tried to break
away from the tyranny of the Petrodollar.
In the face of U.S. sanctions, Iran and other countries
began exploring alternative avenues. In 2003, Iran began selling oil in Euros (petroeuro). In 2019, The European Union set up INSTEX, a trade channel with Iran. China,
Iran’s largest trading partner, would like to see a globally
stronger Yuan.

he European Union, Saudia Arabia and the remaining Arab
States, China, Russia, and most of the rest of the world do
not want an American war with Iran.
The U.S. has no allies, except Israel, in a war with Iran.
Iran has many allies. Some of them are soft allies, others are in the shadows. The U.S. loses land wars in Asia.
A war with Iran would be borderless. There is Greater Iran
and Iranian proxies. There is Iranian cultural influence and
Shiite religious influence. Iran has many arms to fight an
asymmetrical war of insurgencies against the U.S. World
War II ended 75 years ago and America’s military might and
strategies have failed to adapt.
The point of America’s endless wars are to create regional
instability to further America’s neoconservative, neoliberal, corporatist, and non-profit vultures of capitalism. A
new world order and military order has emerged since WW II
and U.S. foreign policy still behaves like a unipolar power
in a multipolar power world. Half the world’s top ten military powers are not Western. Sixteen out of the top twenty-five military powers are not Western. The U.S. doesn’t
even have Western allies in a war with Iran. A borderless
war with Iran puts American soldiers in even more danger.
The U.S. cannot loot Iran like Iraq and Afghanistan. The
cost of the war would be an extreme financial burden on
Americans with no return. It would financially ruin the U.S.
The U.S. is in late stages of British Empire. Financially
tapped out. Iran is not as isolated as the American media
and Neocons like to frame it as. U.S. led economic sanctions have worked and not worked. Iran’s main trading partners are China, The United Arab Emirates, and The European
Union.
Iran is a relatively unified country. Almost all Iranians
are Shi’a. It is not easy to incite sectarian discord in
Iran like in Iraq and Syria. Yes, there is dissent within.
But it will fizzle out if a war with America happens. Iranians and Iranian-Americans are some of the most highly educated people in the world. They have held their geopolitical space for over 2000 years. Trump is not going to be the
end of them.

Iran-US Timeline
1953 August - Iran’s Democratically elected Prime Minister, Mohammad Mossadeqh, is overthrown in a coup engineered by the British and US intelligence servicesn(CIA). The secular leader sought to nationalise Iran’s
oil industry. General Fazlollah Zahedi is proclaimed
prime minister, and the Shah returns from temporary exile.
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The secular leader sought to nationalise Iran’s oil industry. General Fazlollah Zahedi is proclaimed prime minister, and the Shah returns from temporary exile.

Mossadegh confronted and blocked the British over their
control of Iranian oil. The British announced a blockade and tried to control Iranian markets for oil.
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1974 Saudi Arabia agrees with Nixon to sell oil exclusively in U.S. dollars (petrodollar)
1975 Opec agrees with petrodollar. The United States
becomes the defacto world currency. Because most countries are reliant on oil imports, they are forced to
hold stockpiles of U.S. dollars.
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1978 September - The Shah’s policies alienate the clergy and his authoritarian rule leads to riots1, strikes
and mass demonstrations. Martial law is imposed.
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1979: Iranian revolution
The US-backed Shah of Iran, Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, is
forced to leave the country on 16 January following
months of demonstrations and strikes against his rule
by secular and religious opponents.
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Two weeks later, Islamic religious leader Ayatollah
Khomeini returns from exile. Following a referendum,
the Islamic Republic of Iran is proclaimed on 1 April.
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1979-1981- US Embassy Crisis in Iran
1979 November - 52 Americans are taken hostage inside
the US embassy in Tehran. Iranians demand the extradition of the Shah, in the US at the time for medical
treatment, to face trial. The American hostages are
held inside for 444 days.
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1985-86: Iran-Contra scandal
The US secretly ships weapons to Iran, allegedly in
exchange for Tehran’s help in freeing US hostages
held by Hezbollah militants in Lebanon.
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The profits are illegally channelled to rebels in
Nicaragua, creating a political crisis for Reagan.
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1988: Iranian passenger plane shot down. The American warship USS Vincennes shoots down an Iran Air
flight in the Gulf on 3 July, killing all 290 people
on board. The US says the Airbus A300 was mistaken
for a fighter jet.
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Most of the victims are Iranian pilgrims on their
way to Mecca.
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2000- Iraq converts to Euros for oil transactions
under “Oil for Food”.
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2003 Iraq dumps petrodollar for petroeuro and profits handsomely, while trying to break the American
dollars role as the monolopyc currency in international oil markets.
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Wars for Oil are not for the oil itself. It’s to
control the international market for oil.
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2008-2020 Iranian Oil Bourse, a commodity exchange,
for gas, petroleum, and petrochemicals in various
currencies excluding the U.S. Dollar.
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2019 European Instex, EU-Iran financial trading
mechanism.
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